[Cooperation of membrane proteins and cytosolic proteins in metabolic regulation--involvement of binding of hexokinase to mitochondria in regulation of glucose metabolism and association and complex formation between membrane proteins and cytosolic proteins in regulation of active oxygen production].
Changes in amount and activity of enzyme protein are critical factors in regulating intracellular metabolisms. However, since the metabolisms are proceeding in environment with complex architecture consisted of various membranes, spatial factors should be taken into consideration for the regulation. In this review, involvement of interaction between cytosolic and membrane proteins in metabolic regulation are discussed. It had been reported that hexokinase activity was found in mitochondrial fraction in spite of almost exclusive distribution of other glycolytic enzymes to soluble fraction, the tendency being marked in the brain and many types of tumor cells whereas mitochondrial hexokinase activity was quite low in the liver. Interested in such enzyme and tissue specificities, we investigated the significance and mechanism of the unique intracellular distribution of hexokinase. We found that mitochondria-bound hexokinase was more active than the cytosolic type in producing glucose 6-phosphate (G6P), probably due to the advantage in utilizing ATP produced in mitochondria. In addition, we also found that the binding stabilized hexokinase against G6P inhibition. As to the binding, it was reported that G6P released hexokinase from mitochondria while Mg2+ promoted the binding. In this respect, we found that polyamines promoted the binding at much lower concentration than that of Mg2+, and mitochondria-bound form had small hydrophobic domain at terminal region for the binding to porin on the outer membrane. Then, we found a protease which specifically cleaved the domain with little effect on catalytic activity and molecular size of the bindable form. Such a modifying protease was purified and identified as lysosomal cathepsin L. The protease activity was high in the liver and low in the brain, suggesting that the difference in the activity was responsible for the afore-mentioned tissue specificity. On the other hand, we examined regulatory mechanism for active oxygen production in neutrophils, since the production of superoxide anion (O2-) by NADPH oxidase was very low at the resting state while markedly increased on phagocytosis and chemical stimulation. Since the stimulants for the activation were so various in chemical nature, we postulated mechanism to converge the stimulation to the activation. Incidentally, we found increase in phosphorylation of 46-47 K protein, irrespective of the type of stimulation. Use of inhibitors and examination on the phosphorylation condition indicated protein kinase C (PKC) as the phosphorylating enzyme. In addition, we observed the 46-47 K protein existed in cytosol at resting state, while it was translocated to cell membranes in concurrence with the phosphorylation. Similar findings were obtained in many laboratories and those proteins were named cytosolic activating factors (and then p47-phox, etc.). These proteins associate with membrane proteins to constitutes the active from of NADPH oxidase. Next, we examined mechanism to shut off the O2- production, and found that the inactivation through disassembly of the constituents was attained by dephosphorylation of phosphorylated p47-phox by cytosolic protein phosphatase. Then we have also found that protein kinases other than PKC were involved in regulation of NADPH oxidase activity. Though phosphorylation of p47-phox etc. is deeply involved in the activation of NADPH oxidase, membrane perturbation, so-called priming, is required for the activation. We also reported some possible indications for the priming, and possible involvement of cytoskeletons in O2- production. Apart from protein phosphorylation, it has been reported that amphiphilic acidic compounds are potent activator for NADPH oxidase. We also have examined their effects to find that these compounds also caused the assembly of the NADPH oxidase constituents. Reversely, amphiphilic basic compounds suppressed suggesting significance of introduction of negative charge in NADPH oxidase activat